


No more bra needed!
We help women solve the problem of wearing uncomfortable bras and visible bra
straps by using Easy Boob Tape. Easy Boob Tape is an elastic tape that serves as a
bra replacement. With Easy Boob Tape, women can lift, shape and support their
breasts the way they want, without all the disadvantages of a bra, such as visible
straps, cutting straps and a sweaty bra underwire. As a result, breasts are shaped
beautifully, an outfit looks perfect and women walk out the door feeling confident.
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- Confident: With the use of Easy Boob Tape, an outfit comes off much
better, making women feel confident. We think this is incredibly

important!

- Quality: Easy Boob Tape is developed by a team of medical
professionals, which means the tape has perfect tape-to-tape adhesion

and a hypoallergenic adhesive layer, so the tape does not irritate the
skin.

- Fashionable: On the catwalks, we see a lot of bare shoulders, open
backs and deep cleavages. When women do want support and shaping

of their breasts, Easy Boob Tape is the perfect product to show off
these clothing items beautifully. So the product is really fashionable

and from this time.

- Price: Easy Boob Tape is in the mid-range in terms of price, while the
quality belongs to the top class. This ensures a good price-quality ratio.

Why



Why

- Easy to use: Due to the clear descriptions of the various tape
techniques on our website, it is made as easy as possible for the

consumer to apply the tape correctly. 

- Three colors: We have three different colors of Easy Boob Tape:
beige, brown and black. Beige is suitable for lighter skin types, brown

is suitable for darker skin types and black is ideal for under black
clothing and is suitable for every type of skin tone. Thus, there is

something for everyone.  

- Nipple Covers: We offer silicone nipple covers that can be placed
over the nipple to protect them before Easy Boob Tape is applied.
We like to provide the best comfort for women. Since nipples are
often sensitive, extra protection is nice. It is not necessary, but we

strongly recommend it.
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Our products 

Easy BoobTape - Beige Easy Boob Tape - Brown Easy Boob Tape - Black Silicone Nipple Covers



When

Easy Boob Tape can be used during any situation or
occasion where you do not want bra straps to be visible, but

breast support is desired. Some examples:

- Going out
- Dining

- Weddings
- Parties

- Festivals
- Under swimwear

- Everyday activities
- Sports activities



”I wore the tape at a dinner party and got super many compliments from my girlfriends. I ordered the brown
one, which matched my toned skin nicely. The tape stuck well and sat nicely all evening. In short, highly

recommended!!!" (May '23 - bol.com)

"I have used different types of boob tape, but I really like this tape best. After all, I have sensitive skin and with
this tape I didn't get any irritation" (May '23 - bol.com)

"I am a fan of this tape!!! I have cup D/E and the tape gave tremendous support when I was dancing. I used
the boob tape so you didn't see bra straps on on my shoulders and back. This boob tape stuck well all

evening and night and it did not hurt when I took it off in the evening. Truly an ideal outcome of having firm
support but no visible bra straps!" (May '23 - bol. com)

Reviews



Lets connect
For more information:

Mail: ilja@easyboobtape.com
Phone: +316 37 33 48 76

Social: linkedin.com/iljakwant 

mailto:ilja@easyboobtape.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ilja-kwant-561556176/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ilja-kwant-561556176/

